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Mystically in Season for Virgo 
 
0-17 Degrees: You are in a phase of molding your voice with greater confidence. It’s been a slow year 
and a slow year lies ahead, but it’s a time that you can luxuriate in really giving form and function to 
the new path you started on about four years ago. Things were impulsive then, but you have some 
footing now. Your path just needs texture, ownership, and more defined molding. Through this slow 
process of allowing your senses to come alive and find pleasure in what you’re honing, beautiful 
function is starting to shape up. Give it another year. What can help bring you greater confidence 
and diva-like knowing of your voice and value? Delve into the matter and material of it.  
 
17.3-30 Degrees: You’ve had a couple of slow years, giving form to a thing of value in your life. Your 
voice is likely strengthened by now, and you likely hold ownership of something you adore. It’s now 
time for you to weave threads of curiosity, connection, and community around you and the thing you 
have confidence in. It’s time to flirt, multiply, and pollinate options and crossroads in your life. Let 
anxiety be easy. This is part of a growing cycle in which you need to open many doors, doors you may 
never step more than a foot into, but options are the name of the game you’re currently in. In a year 
or so, it’ll be time to deepen into one of these doors. The goal is to have fun finding the right one/s in 
this cycle of growth.  
 
Voice. Own. Pollinate. 
 
June 21 – July 21 
This season may feel a bit more intense than typical. It’s time for a bit of psychological uprooting. 
What resource is deep within you that your soul needs to use? How are your voice, values, and 
connections currently assets that can be used to empower you—if you can dare to share them? Are 
you giving anything about this away? Withholding? Holding over? The goal is to share in a way that 
empowers yourself and others at the same time. The goal is to only spread empowerment and value 
through sharing. Focus on exponential growth through precision and strategic use of what personal 
value you have to put into the world.  
 
Watch July 5th-7th for the heart of this phase for you.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
Oracle Draw for Virgo: Compassion 
This is your key in an already vulnerable eclipse month. If you truly hold and understand compassion, 
you know that each one of us is essentially the same. The CEO of the company you so admire, the 
waitress at your favorite restaurant, the refugee trying to find new roots. If you can meet each 
interaction and opportunity willing to share what you have with an open heart, where equality truly 
shines, the power you hold and the power trying to find its way to you will be the kind that will lift all 
spirits up with grace. In another life you may have been a parent to that boss idol and in a next 
lifetime the homeless woman on the corner could be the wealthy aunt who showers you with 
kindness. Keep the compassionate channels open with a recognition of equal hearts and the 
resources your soul truly seeks, or seeks to share, will land with magnetic force.  
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